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We investigate the quantum interference effects in two types of matter-wave mixing experiments:
one with initial matter waves prepared in independent Fock states (type I) and the other with
each individual particle prepared in a same coherent superposition of states (type II). In the type
I experiment, a symmetric wavefunction of bosons leads to constructive quantum interference and
shows final state stimulation, while an anti-symmetric wavefunction of fermions results in destructive
quantum interference and inhibited matter wave mixing. In the type II experiment, a coherent
superposition state leads to constructive quantum interference and enhanced matter wave mixing
for both bosons and fermions, independent of their quantum statistics.
With the realization of Bose-Einstein condensation
(BEC) in atoms, bosonic final state stimulation involv-
ing atom condensates has been studied in superradiance
of atoms [1] , four-wave mixing (FWM)[2] , and matter
wave amplification[3, 4]. Following these work, it was
pointed out that these phenomena are not unique in bo-
son systems but also possible in fermion systems[5, 6].
In these experiments ([1]-[4]), the input matter waves,
characterized by their momenta, are all prepared from a
same condensate by a coherent partition process of each
individual particle. Hence the observed nonlinearity can
be understood as collective enhancement effect, analo-
gous to Dicke super-radiance in an ensemble of two-level
atoms, and does not depend on the quantum statistics
of the particles. We call such experiments type II in
this paper. In another kind of experiment, which we call
type I here, all input matter waves consist of indepen-
dent real populations of the particle. In this case, final
state stimulation occurs in a boson system, while inhi-
bition of matter-wave mixing is expected in a fermion
system. Type I experiment has not yet been performed
with atomic BECs, but has been recently demonstrated
with exciton-polaritons in semiconductors[7, 8].
We investigate the two types of matter-wave mix-
ing in terms of the quantum interference among differ-
ent paths, naturally originating from the symmetriza-
tion (anti-symmetrization) procedure for type I, or ar-
tificially created from the coherent superposition state
for type II. Figure 1 shows a model FWM experiment
where two input states |φ〉 and |ψ〉 elastically scatter into
two output states |u〉 and |v〉 via the two possible pro-
cesses (A) and (B), with scattering amplitudes SA and
SB, respectively[9]. The scattering processes are gov-
erned by a unitary operator Uˆint, s.t.,
SA = 2〈u|1〈v|Uˆint(t)|φ〉1|ψ〉2 = 2〈v|1〈u|Uˆint(t)|ψ〉1|φ〉2,
(1)
SB = 2〈v|1〈u|Uˆint(t)|φ〉1|ψ〉2 = 2〈u|1〈v|Uˆint(t)|ψ〉1|φ〉2.
(2)
Type I experiment In type I experiment, the four
initial matter waves have definite populations (Fock
states). Let’s first consider the case where there is one
particle in each of the two input states and one particle
in one output state, with the initial state of the system:
|iI〉 =
∑
i6=j
Pˆij [|φ〉1|v〉2|ψ〉3]
=
1√
6
[|φ〉1|v〉2|ψ〉3 ± |v〉1|φ〉2|ψ〉3 ± |ψ〉1|v〉2|φ〉3
+ |v〉1|ψ〉2|φ〉3 ± |φ〉1|ψ〉2|v〉3 + |ψ〉1|φ〉2|v〉3], (3)
where Pˆij is the symmetrization or anti-symmetrization
operators[9]. The upper sign is for bosons, and the lower
sign is for fermions, in accordance with symmetrization
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FIG. 1:
Illustration of the two scattering processes (A) and (B) in
FWM experiments.
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FIG. 2:
Possible paths of scattering leading to the final state (a)
|v〉1|v〉2|u〉3 in type I experiment, (b) |v〉1|v〉2|u〉3 in type II
experiment, and (c) |φ〉1|v〉2|u〉3 in type II experiment. In
(a), the upper sign is for bosons, the lower sign is for
fermions. The total scattering amplitudes is enhanced for
bosons, and is suppressed to zero for fermions in this type I
experiment. In (b) and (c), the scattering amplitudes are
the same for both bosons and fermions. It is enhanced in
(c), but there is no interference leading to enhanced or
suppressed scattering in (c).
postulate for bosons and fermions, respectively. Scat-
tering results in final states with two particles in state
|v〉 and one particle in state |u〉. Take a final state
|v〉1|v〉2|u〉3 as an example (Fig. 2(a)), it can be reached
by scattering (A) or (B) from each of the first four terms
in the initial state |iI〉. The corresponding scattering am-
plitudes for the four paths are SAC, ±SAC, ±SBC, and
SBC, where C is a real normalization factor, C = 1/
√
6
in this example. Thus the total scattering amplitude for
bosons adds up to 2(SA+SB)C as a result of constructive
quantum interference; while for fermions it is suppressed
to zero due to destructive quantum interference. This
illustrates how quantum interference leads to final state
stimulation for bosons, and inhibited FWM for fermions.
In general, if the initial matter waves of a boson sys-
tem consists of n1 particles in |φ〉, n2 particles in |ψ〉, n3
particles in |v〉, and n = n1 + n2 + n3 particles in total,
the initial-state is:
|i〉IB = 1√
N
[
n1∏
i=1
|φ〉i
n1+n2∏
j=n1+1
|ψ〉j
n∏
k=n1+n2+1
|v〉k
+ permutation terms due to
symmetrization postulate ]. (4)
All the permutations add to a total number of N =
(nn1)(
n−n1
n2 ) different terms in the bracket. Any one of
the n1 particles in |φ〉 and any one of the n2 particles in
|ψ〉 can scatter into |v〉 and |u〉 via the two processes (A)
and (B). Process (A) results in a total of N2 = N(
n1
1 )(
n2
1 )
terms in the final state |f˜〉IB = Uˆint|i〉IB. Each of these
terms has one particle in |u〉, n1 − 1 particles in |φ〉,
n2− 1 particles in |ψ〉, and n3+1 particles in |v〉. Hence
there are only N3 = (
n
1 )(
n−1
n1−1
)(n−n1n2−1 ) physically distinct
terms in the final state. Due to the symmetry property
of the initial state (4), all these N3 terms have the iden-
tical probability amplitude SAcIB = SA(
N2
N3
)/
√
N . Same
analysis applies to the process (B) except that the prob-
ability amplitude of each term is SBcIB = SB(
N2
N3
)/
√
N .
The normalized final state is |f〉IB = |f˜〉IB/
√
IB〈f˜ |f˜〉IB.
The scattering amplitude is:
aIB =IB〈f |Uˆint|i〉IB =IB 〈f |f˜〉IB =
√
IB〈f˜ |f˜〉IB
=
√
N3c2IB|SA + SB|
=
√
n1n2(n3 + 1)|SA + SB|. (5)
It shows that the scattering rate is proportional to the
product of the numbers of particles (n1 and n2) in the
input states and is enhanced by the initial occupancy n3
of the output state |v〉.
In the case of a fermion system, the initial state is:
|i〉IF = 1√
n!
[|φ(1)〉1|φ(2)〉2...|φ(n1)〉n1 |ψ(1)〉n1+1...|ψ(n2)〉n1+n2 |v(1)〉n1+n2+1...|v(n3)〉n
+ permutation terms due to anti-symmetrization postulate], (6)
Here the superscripts (1), (2), ... are labels of another quantum number q, which is conserved during the scat-
3tering processes. Thus, for example, the n1 particles oc-
cupy nearly degenerate but distinct states |φ(1)〉1, |φ(2)〉2,
etc. There are a total of n! physically distinct terms in
the bracket. Due to the anti-symmetrized form of the
initial state, scattering amplitude cancel out exactly be-
tween different paths if they lead to a final state with two
particles in a same state |v〉. For a scattering process in
which two particles are scattered into initially unoccupied
|v〉 and |u〉, there is no other paths interfering with it.
Explicitly, the total scattering amplitude IF 〈f |Uˆint|i〉IF
is:
aIF =


0, if n3 ≥ n1, n2,√
(n1 − n3)n2|SA|, if n1 > n3 ≥ n2,√
(n2 − n3)n1|SB|, if n2 > n3 ≥ n1,
[(n1 − n3)n2|SA|2 + (n2 − n3)n1|SB|2 + 2(n2 − n3)(SAS∗B + S∗ASB)]1/2, if n1 > n2 > n3,
[(n1 − n3)n2|SA|2 + (n2 − n3)n1|SB|2 + 2(n1 − n3)(SAS∗B + S∗ASB)]1/2, if n2 > n1 > n3.
(7)
It shows that if there are initially more particles in an en-
semble of nearly degenerate states |v〉 than in |φ〉 and |ψ〉,
the scattering into |v〉 and |u〉 is completely suppressed.
Otherwise, the amplitude is non-zero but still suppressed
by the increase of n3.
Type II experiment In contrast to the type I exper-
iment, each particle in the initial matter waves of a type
II experiment is in a same coherent superposition of the
states |φ〉, |ψ〉, and |v〉. In a boson system, if there are n
particles in total, and each particle prepared in an identi-
cal superposition state, the initial-state wavefunction of
bosons is:
|i〉IIB =
n∏
i=1
(
√
1− ǫ
2
|φ〉i +
√
1− ǫ
2
|ψ〉i +
√
ǫ|v〉i) (8)
The expansion of (8) consists of a total of 3n different
terms. There are Nmk = (
n
m)(
n−m
k ) terms which have m
particles in |φ〉, k particles in |ψ〉 and (n-m-k) particles in
|v〉. Here m takes values from 0 to n, for each m, k takes
values from 0 to n-m. We call this group of Nmk terms
as (m,k) group. All terms in the same (m,k) group have
the same probability amplitude c0mk = (
1−ǫ
2 )
n/2η
n−m−k
2 ,
where η = 2ǫ1−ǫ . It is obvious from the expansion that|i〉IIB is already fully symmetric, and no additional sym-
metrization procedure is necessary.
For each (m,k) group, possible scattering of a pair of
|φ〉i and |ψ〉j into |v〉i|u〉j via process (A) results in a
total of N ′2 = mkNmk terms, each of which has one par-
ticle in |u〉, (m-1) particles in |φ〉, (k-1) particles in |ψ〉
and (n-m-k+1) particles in |v〉. However, there are only
N ′3 = (
n
1 )(
n−1
m−1)(
n−m
k−1 ) physically distinct terms. Since the
initial state is symmetric, the initial group (m,k) is scat-
tered into N ′3 different terms, all with the same probabil-
ity amplitude SAc
′
mk = SAc
0
mk
N ′
2
N ′
3
= c0mk ·2(n−m−k+1).
Similarly, scattering via process (B) contributes SBc
′
mk
to the probability amplitude. The final state |f˜〉IIB =
Uˆint|i〉IIB is a sum of terms scattered from all (m,k)
groups. Hence the total scattering amplitude is:
aIIB =
√
IIB〈f˜ |f˜〉IIB
=
√√√√n−1∑
m=1
n−m∑
k=1
N ′3(m, k)(c
′
mk|SA + SB|)2
=
√
[
1− ǫ
2
n][
1− ǫ
2
(n− 1)][ǫ(n− 2) + 1]|SA + SB|.
(9)
When n ≫ 1, the scattering rate is again proportional
to the product of the average numbers of particles in the
two input states (the first two terms in the last line of
(9) corresponding to n1 and n2 in type I experiment),
and is enhanced by the final state population by a factor
ǫ(n − 2) + 1, where ǫ(n − 2), the average population in
|v〉, corresponds to n3 in the type I experiment.
For type II experiment, a fermion system has exactly
the same scattering amplitude. The initial state for
fermions is
|i〉IIF = 1
N ′
[(
1− ǫ
2
)n/2
n∏
i=1
(|φ(i)〉i + |ψ(i)〉i +√η|v(i)〉i)
+ permutation terms due to anti-symmetrization postulate]., (10)
4where N ′ is a normalization factor. Since each particle
has a different quantum number q, and q is conserved
under the operation of Uˆint, terms in the expansions
of different anti-symmetrization groups do not interfere
with each other, even after scattering. At the same time,
all anti-symmetrization groups have identical scattering
characteristics. Therefore it is sufficient to consider only
the first line of (10), setting N ′ = 1. In another word,
symmetrization postulate and thus quantum statistics
does not affect the scattering amplitude in type II ex-
periment. Moreover, the label for quantum number q in
(10) has a one to one correspondence to the label of the
particle number, so the label for quantum number q can
be suppress and (10) is reduced to the same form as (8),
leading to aIIF = aIIB.
We again consider a simple case of three particles, each
particle occupying the three states |φ〉, |ψ〉 and |v〉 with
equal probability. Then the initial state of bosons and
the reduced initial state of fermions has the same form:
|i >=(|φ〉1 + |ψ〉1 + |v〉1)⊗ (|φ〉2 + |ψ〉2 + |v〉2)
⊗ (|φ〉3 + |ψ〉3 + |v〉3)
To reach a final state |v〉1|v〉2|u〉3, there are four possible
paths, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The corresponding four
terms in the initial state |i〉 originate from a coherent su-
perposition state instead of the symmetrization or anti-
symmetrization procedure. Therefore paths from each
process are additive for both bosons and fermions. The
constructive interference between different paths leads to
enhanced scattering amplitude. To have an intuitive pic-
ture of the enhancement by the final state occupancy
(corresponding to the ǫ(n− 2) term in (9)), we consider
the case where there are no particle in |v〉 before scat-
tering. Then only two paths are possible, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), and no interference terms to lead to enhance-
ment in this case.
As discussed above, type II experiment will produce
identical enhancement in scattering amplitude for both
boson and fermion systems, given that the initial state
of the system is prepared as a coherent superposition
of all three states |φ〉, |ψ〉 and |v〉. The enhance-
ment comes from constructive multi-particle interference,
where the different paths are created by preparing the
initial state in a coherent superposition-state. Type
I experiment, however, will reveal final state stimula-
tion for bosons and inhibited-FWM for fermions (Pauli
blocking). The enhancement and inhibition in this case
come from constructive and destructive multi-particle
interference, where the different paths stem from the
symmetrization and anti-symmetrization postulate. So
only type I experiment tests the true quantum statis-
tics of the system. The final state stimulation[7], mat-
ter wave amplification[8] and condensation of exciton
polaritons[10] have been demonstrated in this type of
experiment, but the counterpart experiments in atomic
systems are yet to be observed.
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